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MEET THE PREP TEAM!
They are the people the VSS deserves and the people it needs. Support
Team members, trainers and participants will chase them but they can take it.
Because they are not heroes… they are silent behind-the-scene guardians. The Summer Summit’s watchful protectors. They are VSS knights.
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ALMA

What/who inspires you in life?
I seek inspiration in a lot of things but what
inspires me the most is when people are really
passionate about something. It doesn’t matter what
it is but seeing the spark in people’s eyes when
they are really passionate for something really
inspires me.
Are equal opportunities still needed in Europe?
Yes. Definitely. In times where people are building
walls we need to be the ones building bridges and
making sure that everybody has equal chances of
crossing them.
What question do you hate to answer?
Why are you still single?
If you could have personally witnessed
anything, what would it be?
When Martin Luther King gave the “I have a dream”
speech.
Favorite quote from a VSS:
“Computer says no”

EMILIJA

What/who inspires you in life?
On the practical level, it is people who are devoted,
thoughtful and passionate about causes. On the
emotional and artistic level, it is cities with their
different smells, languages and architecture.
Are equal opportunities still needed in Europe?
Of course they are still needed, it’s not like we got
there...
What question do you hate to answer?
“Where are you from?” This is really a cliché to be
irritated about, but over time I indeed became
overly obnoxious about this. :D
If you could have personally witnessed
anything, what would it be?
I would have liked to witness the fall of the Berlin wall.
It must have been an incredible feeling!
Favorite quote from a VSS:
At one of the VSSs we were having a final evaluation in
the trainers’ team and one of the trainers gave negative feedback to the coordinator. When the coordinator started explaining the reason for their action, the
trainer yelled “Don’t defend yourself! It’s not how receiving feedback works!”. I thought it was very funny
#basics #lawandorder #sandwich

GERT

INGA

What/who inspires you in life?
I am inspired by people who make a difference. Be
it in their professional, political, volunteer or private
life.
Are equal opportunities still needed in Europe?
Definitely yes, not only in Europe, but everywhere in
the world you can find individuals or groups that are
not given a chance to live with the same rights that
others have, and so miss to be happy.
What question do you hate to answer?
“What are you doing when not volunteering for AFS?”
If you could have personally witnessed
anything, what would it be?
I think it would be the fall of the Berlin Wall, because it
was a symbol for the political development of a whole
time period.
Favorite quote from a VSS:
I don’t remember one single quote, but I loved all the
impressions I had during my past 6 VSSs.

What/who inspires you in life?
People I know inspire me, but also nature inspires me
– especially now in spring.
Are equal opportunities still needed in Europe?
Yes, it’s still badly needed – anywhere in the world. We
are far away from giving everyone equal opportunities. It makes me sad to see the discussions we still
have around giving decent (far from equal!) treatment
to migrants coming to Europe or allowing all religions
to have access to their religious building. We often use
the word culture to allow us to deny equal treatment
to others. Equal opportunities are a lot about solidarity and allowing others to have the same as oneself
and to become aware of one’s own privileges.
What question do you hate to answer?
Where are you from?
If you could have personally witnessed
anything, what would it be?
Hmmm, there are many events that could be interesting to witness, so it’s hard to choose. But mostly I’m
happy to live in the here and now.
Favorite quote from a VSS:
“I was bitten by a bat, but it’s ok.”
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JENNÝ

What/who inspires you in life?
Good people.
Are equal opportunities still needed in Europe?
Absolutely - Unfortunately people are not receiving
equal chances in life, and therefore it is a problem
that needs to be addressed, both in Europe and outside of Europe.
What question do you hate to answer?
I become very happy when people are interested in
talking to me, so I would say none?
If you could have personally witnessed
anything, what would it be?
The 70s, so many reasons why. To mention one topic
related, 1970 was when the Rauðsokkahreyfingin, i.e.
the redstockings movement in Iceland started.
Favorite quote from a VSS:
Too many.

MAX

What/who inspires you in life?
What inspires me in life is dedication and commitment.
People that live a mark with their actions rather than their
words. People like us who are pro-inclusion and prodiversity at times where these seem as utopia as ever.
Are equal opportunities still needed in Europe?
Of course they are, but let us not forget the great
achievements our society has reached. The whole EU
project was started by a bunch of white men from
Western Europe and in just over 60 years it went
a long way from the coal and steel business it was
dealing with back then. It has made Europe definitely
more equal and turned two blocs into a unique
example of international cooperation. Of course
winning a battle opens up opportunities for many
others. Difficult answers doesn’t mean we should
stop questioning.
What question do you hate to answer?
Is Brexit going to happen? It doesn’t mean I hate being challenged.
If you could have personally witnessed
anything, what would it be?
The end of World War 2 through my grandparents’
eyes.
Favorite quote from a VSS:
“It’s impossible.” - I should use this card more often.

MIRA

What/who inspires you in life?
Enthusiasm. Drawings of plants. Illustrations in
children’s books. My parents. Maps. Paint stains.
Music. Conversations with children. You, probably.

VALENTINA

What/who inspires you in life?
People with a lot of energy and drive, that do things…
being more of the “contemplative” kind myself.

Are equal opportunities still needed in Europe?
Yes. They’re needed everywhere, not just in Europe.
There is definitely still work to do.

Are equal opportunities still needed in Europe?
Of course, we are not there yet. A lot has been
achieved in Europe already, I think we are luckier
than most, but we’ll need to keep speaking out
against discrimination and exclusions until the answer will no longer be “you are being oversensitive”.

What question do you hate to answer?
“But what happened to your dialect?” Ask me for an
explanation and you’ll get it.

What question do you hate to answer?
(after paying for a subscription): have you been to
the gym this month?

If you could have personally witnessed
anything, what would it be?
There are too many interesting moments in time to
choose only one.

If you could have personally witnessed
anything, what would it be?
The 1946 Institutional referendum, when after World
War 2 Italian citizens decided what form of government
they wanted for their country – republic or monarchy.
Even more importantly though, this was the first time
women were allowed to vote in Italy. #milestones

Favorite quote from a VSS:
I must say I agree with Alma on this one.

Favorite quote from a VSS:
“...and now, because I’m a child, here are balloons” :D
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MEET THE
SUPPORT TEAM!
It is no coincidence that “Support team” starts with the same letter as “Super heroes”
as the two concepts have a lot of things in common. The Support team is a group
of people with big hearts and great minds that are at the VSS to solve problems,
support participants, team members and each other. They will make sure that you
know what you are doing, where you are suppose to be and how to get there. The
Support team is the team behild the community project, the leisure activities, the Icelandic
culture night and the final party. Support team members will make sure you get to the
venue and back, and that you are always in a good mood. They are the ones that have
worked so hard to fundraise for this event in order to make this year´s financial obstacle
a little more bearable. They are the ones that the VSS will be worth every effort in the end,
and an unforgettable experience.
Sometimes Super heroes don´t wear capes, but yellow T-shirts!

ARON

ÁSDÍS

Why are equal opportunities a relevant topic for
a VSS in Iceland?
As AFS volunteers we all strive to work towards the
AFS mission, to create a more just and peaceful world.
Without equality and equal opportunities for everyone this will never happen. Why is it relevant in Iceland? Because even though we still have a long way to
go, Iceland ranks nr. 1 in gender equality!
Why are equal opportunities a relevant topic for
a VSS in Iceland?
How can we be expected to be the best version of
ourselves in a community if that community does
not afford us with equal opportunities to take part in
the community regardless of economic background,
gender, body, colour, religion or other factors?

Who would you choose to share a chat over
coffee with, if it could be anyone in the world?
Hmm that’s a hard one. Probably Angela Merkel.
What should people ask you at the VSS to get a
great story?
How did you celebrate your 21st birthday?

Who would you choose to share a chat over
coffee with, if it could be anyone in the world?
Benjamin Berell Ferencz, a prosecutor from the
Nuremberg trials and rule of law advocate.
What should people ask you at the VSS to get a
great story?
Ask me about my proms while on exchange.
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ÁSGEIR

Why are equal opportunities a relevant topic for
a VSS in Iceland?
Because it is always relevant, not just in Iceland but
everywhere. It just happens to be hosted by Iceland.
Who would you choose to share a chat over
coffee with, if it could be anyone in the world?
Ed Sheeran, and it would be a beer or 6. Because I am
listening to him while writing this. It could be fun to go
on a pub crawl with him.
What should people ask you at the VSS to get a
great story?
Who got team Iceland ready to leave Chapex Belgium
2013?

BRYNDÍS

Why are equal opportunities a relevant topic for
a VSS in Iceland?
I believe that Iceland has the opportunity to be a frontrunner when it comes to spreading equality around
the world. We still have some way to go, and we can
benefit from getting some great and diverse AFS volunteers together to start a conversation, figure out
what we can do to improve and continue giving each
other food for thought.
Who would you choose to share a chat over
coffee with, if it could be anyone in the world?
Elon Musk, because I believe he had had a great impact on the world and will continue to do so with his
innovative and positive thinking.
What should people ask you at the VSS to get a
great story?
Ask me about the bus ride from Paraguay to Peru.

CÁTIA

GYLFI

Why are equal opportunities a relevant topic for
a VSS in Iceland?
Equal Opportunities is relevant everywhere. The
world still has a lot of work to do in this matter and we, as both volunteers from a peace organisation and humans, have to stand for what
is fair, thinking about everyone around us.
Who would you choose to share a chat over
coffee with, if it could be anyone in the world?
I would like to have a coffee with Frida Khalo. I know
she is dead but I admire here as a person, an artist
and as a woman.
What should people ask you at the VSS to get a
great story?
Ask me about my trip to Barcelona in 2013. There was
an engagement involved...

Why are equal opportunities a relevant topic for
a VSS in Iceland?
Iceland has been doing well regarding equality in
many ways and could have some useful experience
to share.
Who would you choose to share a chat over
coffee with, if it could be anyone in the world?
If I could have a chat with 1 person of choice I would
choose Elon Musk. He simply is the most interesting
individual I can think of.
What should people ask you at the VSS to get a
great story?
For a goofy story, you should ask me about scars I’ve
gotten on my forehead.
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HILDUR

Why are equal opportunities a relevant topic for
a VSS in Iceland?
I think equal opportunities are a relevant topic because of how far we have come in the fight for gender equality and sexual identity. Iceland would be the
perfect environment to discuss this. But I also think
that in many areas Iceland is not yet absolutely equal.
Therefore we could benefit a lot from the discussion, along with sharing our experience with others.
Who would you choose to share a chat over
coffee with, if it could be anyone in the world?
It would be interesting to have coffee with Sappho
about her life and the real stories behind her poetry.
I would ask her if it were true that she was in love
with women (mainly to rub it in my teacher’s face who
thinks it’s ridiculous to think that is true).
What should people ask you at the VSS to get a
great story?
You should ask me about Chinese weddings.

IRENE

Why are equal opportunities a relevant topic for
a VSS in Iceland?
Equal opportunities are a relevant topic in general
to me because the only fair world I can think of is a
world where you are the only one that should be able
to shape and work towards your desired future self.
Whichever environment, situation, body or community you were born in, or find yourself into, should never
be deterrent to fully developing your potential.
Who would you choose to share a chat over
coffee with, if it could be anyone in the world?
Yann Arthus-Bertrand, the guy that has directed the
breath-taking documentary “Human”. I would like to
get to know the human behind it, it would probably be
a life-changing conversation.
What should people ask you at the VSS to get a
great story?
About Icelanders, Eurovision and the final party
theme.

MICHAELA

SOPHIA

Why are equal opportunities a relevant topic for
a VSS in Iceland?
The VSS is an incredible mosaic of diverse people, and a great occasion to look at equal opportunities with this (and more) diversity in mind. If
you imagine the lovely Icelandic nature as a background of all this, you got yourself an amazing VSS!
Who would you choose to share a chat over
coffee with, if it could be anyone in the world?
At this point, I would love to chat over tea (I’m not
a coffee drinker) with my host parents from my exchange year. I feel like a lot has been happening in my
life recently and unfortunately we haven’t been able
to stay in touch as much as I would like to. This would
be a perfect opportunity to catch up on news from
our lives.
What should people ask you at the VSS to get a
great story?
Walking into a lamp post, slipping, tripping, falling,
bruises, black eyes, walking into a glass door (that was
too clean for me to see it) – yeah, all that has happened to me. Just watch me closely and you might
witness one of my unintentional performances that
you can later share as a great story.

Why are equal opportunities a relevant topic for
a VSS in Iceland?
As we know, Icelanders are all related to each other,
AFS is like a huge family, and in a family everyone is
equally important.
Who would you choose to share a chat over
coffee with, if it could be anyone in the world?
At the moment, Claudio Monteverdi.
What should people ask you at the VSS to get a
great story?
What can happen if you send an sms to random
people?
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STEINUNN

Why are equal opportunities a relevant topic for
a VSS in Iceland?
One of the reasons I think this topic is relevant for a VSS
in Iceland is that Iceland is considered to be a leading
country in gender equality on a global scale. Along with
that, I think that dialogue about equal opportunities is
very important, both within AFS and in a larger context.
Who would you choose to share a chat over
coffee with, if it could be anyone in the world?
Michelle Obama.
What should people ask you at the VSS to get a
great story?
Ask me about my walk to school in New Zealand!

ÙLFUR

Why are equal opportunities a relevant topic for
a VSS in Iceland?
Iceland has a leading role in certain aspects of
equality that most Icelanders are proud of. Nevertheless we are also lacking equality in many aspects and I
really hope events like this can help to level this out in
the near future. Hopefully we will as a diverse group
of volunteers all take something from each other to
bring back into our local community, which is for me,
what VSS is all about.
Who would you choose to share a chat over
coffee with, if it could be anyone in the world?
I’m not really a coffee person (unless I spent the entire night before planning out a peace building future
strategic plan for the world, then I like some nice dark
coffee in the morning). In the light of this information, I
would love to share some good quality tea with queen
Elizabeth II. Who knows, maybe we can then finally get
the AFS UK ball rolling!
What should people ask you at the VSS to get a
great story?
Ask me about the time when I spent the night sleeping on a rooftop of a hostel after a Red Hot Chili Peppers concert in Paraguay!

VIGNIR

Why are equal opportunities a relevant topic for
a VSS in Iceland?
Because even though Iceland boasts great results in
gender equality we can always do better in providing
equal opportunities for everyone. So that everybody
in Iceland has access to education, work, housing,
healthcare and a minimum living standard. I hope we
can share our good experience during this year’s VSS.
Who would you choose to share a chat over
coffee with, if it could be anyone in the world?
Noam Chomsky, because he is a brilliant man with interesting insights into Linguistics and Politics.
What should people ask you at the VSS to get a
great story?
Ask me about the time my luggage got hijacked in
Bogotá.

ÞÓRA KRISTÍN

Why are equal opportunities a relevant topic for
a VSS in Iceland?
It’s a topic that relates to everyone in the world and
is therefore a very relevant topic for VSS in general.
Having it in Iceland is appropriate as Iceland is, for example, ranked first in gender equality according to the
Global Gender Gap report. However there is much
work still to be done and that’s why we need you at
the VSS in August!
Who would you choose to share a chat over
coffee with, if it could be anyone in the world?
Birgit Nilsson.
What should people ask you at the VSS to get a
great story?

Ask me about French hitchhikers!
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CROWDFUNDING OUR
WAY TO THE VSS
Are YOU up for a challenge? To make this VSS more affordable and even more
amazing, we have launched an official crowdfunding campaign of the VSS 2017
in Iceland! Do contribute yourself and help us spread the word among your friends,
colleagues, family, fellow AFSers, and whoever believes that equal opportunities can
only become reality if each of us takes a tangible stance.

GO TO:

https://www.generosity.com/volunteer-fundraising/a-dream-for-equality-volunteer-summer-summit-17

You still have time left to help us fundraise for this year’s VSS – unique
freebies come with each donation, including postcards straight from Iceland, VSS
t-shirts, Icelandic lessons and tours of Reykjavik if you’re joining us this summer.
Go check out our campaign and ***ShArE iT, sHaRe It, SHARE IT!***

